Getting Started with iClickers
(Students Guide)

Check your instructor’s frequency. To set the frequency:

1. Wait for instructor to start polling
2. Press and hold the power button (\(\text{\textbf{\textcolor{red}{\text{\textcircled{a}}}}\))
3. Enter the two letter code
4. Wait for remote confirmation:

### iClicker 2
![iClicker 2 Image]

### Other iClicker remotes
![Other iClicker remotes Image]

ONLY submit your poll response when the polling is open (you’ll see a count down from the instructor’s polling application)
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☐ The response submitted before the poll has closed will be your response, so make any changes before the poll closes!

For iClickers2, a successfully submitted poll response will display a check mark in the window
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For all other iClickers, the VOTE STATUS light will blink green
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